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Abstract
We present the public Monte Carlo photoionization and moving-mesh radiation hydrodynamics code CMacIonize,
which can be used to simulate the self-consistent evolution of HII regions surrounding young O and B stars, or other
sources of ionizing radiation. The code combines a Monte Carlo photoionization algorithm that uses a complex mix of
hydrogen, helium and several coolants in order to self-consistently solve for the ionization and temperature balance at
any given type, with a standard first order hydrodynamics scheme. The code can be run as a post-processing tool to
get the line emission from an existing simulation snapshot, but can also be used to run full radiation hydrodynamical
simulations. Both the radiation transfer and the hydrodynamics are implemented in a general way that is independent
of the grid structure that is used to discretize the system, allowing it to be run both as a standard fixed grid code, but
also as a moving-mesh code.
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1. Introduction
Photoionization of hydrogen and helium in the inter-
stellar medium (ISM) by luminous UV sources has an
important effect on the evolution and properties of the
ISM. Absorption of ionizing radiation through ionization
is an important source of energy that feeds the expan-
sion of bubbles surrounding young O and B stars, and
hence shapes the structure of the ISM on small scales
(Harries et al., 2017). In cases where the dynamical ef-
fect of ionizing radiation is less pronounced, the presence
of ionizing radiation will still alter the overall ionization
balance, not only of hydrogen and helium, but also of
other elements. This, together with an increase in tem-
perature in ionized regions, will have a visible impact on
their emission spectrum, making them stand out as HII
regions. Detailed observations of HII emission spectra
contain a wealth of information about the local ISM and
the incident radiation field, and modeling them is im-
portant in understanding observational signatures of star
formation (Klassen et al., 2012; Mackey et al., 2016), and
diffuse emission from galactic discs (Barnes et al., 2014;
Vandenbroucke et al., 2018).
On larger scales, photoionization also has important
dynamical effects. The combined UV emission of quasars
and young stars in the early Universe generates a UV back-
ground radiation field that is responsible for the reion-
ization of the Universe by redshift 6 (Becker et al., 2001;
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Alvarez et al., 2009). This UV background field affects the
formation of galaxies by altering the abundances of ISM
coolants (De Rijcke et al., 2013), and is responsible for
suppressing galaxy formation in low mass haloes (Ben´ıtez-Llambay et al.,
2015; Vandenbroucke et al., 2016). Futhermore, radiative
feedback might be an important mechanism to regulate
star formation in galactic discs (Peters et al., 2017).
Modeling photoionization and in particular HII regions
requires solving a very complex system of ionization bal-
ance equations for the various elements present in these
regions, which is only possible if strong assumptions are
made. The widely used codeCloudy ascl:9910.001 (Ferland et al.,
2017) for example assumes a simple 1D geometry, but
keeps track of a large number of elements and ionization
stages. When a real 3D geometry is necessary, it is no
longer feasible to keep track of so many elements, and a
selection has to be made, depending on the problem at
hand.
When the effect of ionizing radiation on the dynam-
ics of the ISM is studied, further assumptions need to
be made about how to deal with the coupling between
radiation transfer and hydrodynamics, to get a radiation
hydrodynamics (RHD) scheme. Some methods treat the
radiation field as a fluid governed by diffusion equations
(Kolb et al., 2013; Rosdahl et al., 2013). These methods
have the advantage that they do not require extensive al-
gorithmic changes and are relatively efficient. However,
they have undesired side effects, like e.g. the absence of
shadows in optically thin regions, and the fact that extra
assumptions need to be made about the propagation speed
of the radiation field to prevent the integration time step
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from getting very small. Alternative methods use an ap-
proximate ray tracing scheme (Pawlik and Schaye, 2008;
Bisbas et al., 2009; Baczynski et al., 2015) which is more
complex to implement and preserves some directional in-
formation. However, these schemes require careful fine
tuning to make sure the radiation field accurately covers
the density structure, especially if the density structure is
asymmetric or clumpy.
A more accurate, albeit less efficient way to treat the
radiation field is provided by using Monte Carlo based
RHD codes like torus ascl:1404.006 (Harries, 2000) and
mocassin ascl:1110.010 (Ercolano et al., 2005). These codes
have the advantage that they are also much more flex-
ible and easier to extend with extra physics, e.g. ex-
tra chemistry (Bisbas et al., 2015a). Furthermore, Monte
Carlo techniques are also widely used to model dust scat-
tering and absorption (Steinacker et al., 2013), making it
straightforward to include dust scattering in Monte Carlo
based RHD modeling.
In this work, we present our own Monte Carlo RHD
code called CMacIonize, that couples a basic finite vol-
ume hydrodynamics scheme with a Monte Carlo photoion-
ization code. Our code can use a variety of different grid
types to discretize the ISM, and can run with both a fixed
grid and a fully adaptive moving mesh. Apart from run-
ning as a RHD code, CMacIonize can also be run as a
pure Monte Carlo photoionization code, and can be used
to post-process density fields from other simulations.
Our code is written in modular C++ and is meant to
be both user-friendly and efficient by combining a well-
structured and documented design with an implementa-
tion that makes use of new features of modern C++11.
The code has a limited number of dependencies and can
be run in parallel using a hybrid OpenMP and MPI par-
allelization strategy. Some parts of the code are wrapped
into a Python library using Boost Python1. The photoion-
ization part of the code can also be used as an external C
or Fortran library, facilitating coupling our code to other
simulation codes.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we
discuss the physics that has been implemented in CMa-
cIonize, and give a short overview of the Monte Carlo
photoionization technique and the finite volume hydrody-
namics scheme. In section 3 we describe the design con-
siderations that were used during the development of the
code, and detail their implementation. We conclude in
section 4 with the results of a number of benchmark tests
that are part of the public code repository and that show
its accuracy and performance.
2. Physics
The emission line spectrum of a star forming nebula is
determined by its thermal equilibrium, which is a steady-
state equilibrium between heating through photoionization
1http://www.boost.org/doc/libs/release/libs/python/doc/html/index.html
by UV sources, and cooling by various atomic processes in
the nebula. Osterbrock and Ferland (2006) identify four
important sources of cooling:
1. Energy loss by recombination of hydrogen and he-
lium, i.e. the reverse of the photoionization process,
2. energy loss by bremsstrahlung emitted by free elec-
trons,
3. energy loss by collisionally excited line radiation from
some abundant metals, and
4. energy loss by collisionally excited line radiation from
hydrogen.
In order to compute photoionization and recombination
rates, we need to know the ionization structure of the gas
in the nebula, and the temperature of the nebula. Since
the temperature itself is the solution of the thermal equi-
librium, this can only be solved for iteratively.
The thermal and ionization equilibrium is also impor-
tant for the dynamics of the nebula: ionized regions have
more free particles and hence a higher specific energy than
neutral regions, so that photoionization effectively acts as
a heating term in the hydrodynamics of the gas. In order
to properly model this effect, combined radiation hydro-
dynamics (RHD) simulations are necessary.
CMacIonize can be run in two different modes: either
as a pure Monte-Carlo photoionization code that ray traces
the radiation of an ionizing UV radiation field through
a density field and self-consistently solves for the ioniza-
tion and temperature structure, or as a radiation hydro-
dynamics code that uses the output of the photoionization
code as a heating source in a hydrodynamical simulation.
The former is essentially a completely rewritten version of
the photoionization code of Wood et al. (2004), while the
latter combines this code with a standard finite volume
method which is a simplified version of the algorithm im-
plemented in Shadowfax ascl:1605.003 (Vandenbroucke and De Rijcke,
2016). We will summarize the most important physical in-
gredients of both methods below.
Note that in the current version of the code, we do not
include a treatment of non-ionizing radiation, nor do we
take into account dust scattering and the dynamical ef-
fect of radiation pressure on dust. The treatment of these
processes uses algorithms that are very similar to the ones
used for photoionisation, and it is straightforward to ex-
tend the code with these processes in the future.
2.1. Photoionization
As our initial research focusses on diffuse ionized gas
in star forming nebulae, we only model photoionization
of hydrogen and helium self-consistently, for UV radiation
in the energy range [13.6, 54.4] eV, corresponding to the
ionization threshold for hydrogen and the second ioniza-
tion threshold for helium. As in Wood et al. (2004), we do
not trace double ionized helium, and we only care about
photons that are energetic enough to ionize hydrogen.
To model the various cooling mechanisms correctly, we
also need to know the ionization structure of a number of
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coolants, i.e. C+, C++, N0, N+, N++, O0, O+, O++, Ne+,
Ne++, S+, S++, and S+++ (see 2.3). These are treated ap-
proximately, where we make the assumption that the num-
ber of free electrons released by photoionization of these
elements is neglible compared to the total number of free
electrons, which allows us to use a simplified ionization
balance equation.
This approximation only holds in regions that are suf-
ficiently ionized, as the total number of free electrons is
mainly determined by the ionization of hydrogen and he-
lium for realistic elemental abundances.
Note that Wood et al. (2004) did not include cooling
due to S+++, and does not mention the use of carbon cool-
ing rates (although they were used). However, we found
that not including these coolants leads to excessively high
temperatures in the Lexington benchmark tests (see 4.2).
2.1.1. Monte Carlo technique
The local photoionization rate depends on various fac-
tors, the most important of which are the position, direc-
tion and energy of the incoming ionizing radiation, and
the local ionization state. Due to the strong non-linearity
of the photoionization process, it is impossible to exactly
solve for the ionization balance except for a very limited
number of cases, so that approximate techniques are re-
quired.
As a first step, we discretize the density field of inter-
est on a geometrical grid structure consisting of a (large)
number of small cells. Each cell contains a compact subset
of the total physical region of interest and is bounded by
a discrete number of planar faces, which separate it from
neighbouring cells. Our grid can be a regular Cartesian
grid consisting of cubical cells, but can also be a hierar-
chical adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) grid (Saftly et al.,
2014), or an unstructured grid (Camps et al., 2013).
The radiation field is also split up into a (very large)
number of photon packets with a certain weight, which are
sampled using a Monte Carlo technique. Each packet rep-
resents a fraction of the total radiation field, and is emitted
by randomly sampling its properties (origin, travel direc-
tion and energy/wavelength) from underlying distribution
functions. The photon packet is then ray-traced through
the density grid by computing geometric path lengths un-
til a randomly sampled optical depth is reached, or the
photon packet leaves the simulation box. For each dis-
crete cell that lies in the path of the photon packet, we
keep track of the total path length covered by the pho-
ton packet within that cell, to get an approximation to
the photoionization integral Ii,X0→X+ for photoionization
from ion X0 to level X+ in that cell (Wood et al., 2004;
Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006):
Ii,X0→X+ =
∫
∞
ν
X0→X+
4πJi(ν
′)
hν′
σX0→X+(ν
′)dν′
≈ Q
WtVi
∑
j
wj li,jσX0→X+(νj),
where Ji(ν) is the mean intensity of radiation in the cell as
a function of frequency, νX0→X+ is the threshold ioniza-
tion frequency for ionization of ion X0, σX0→X+(ν) is the
ionization cross section as a function of photon frequency,
Q is the total luminosity of all UV sources, Vi the volume
of the cell, wj is the weight of the individual photon pack-
ets j that pass through the cell (with Wt =
∑
j wj the
total weight of all packets), each of which covers a path
length li,j through the cell, and h = 6.626 × 10−34 J s is
Planck’s constant.
Note that the original code of Wood et al. (2004) as-
sumed equal weights for all photon packets. We general-
ized this to improve the sampling of low luminosity exter-
nal radiation fields.
To account for the diffuse radiation field caused by re-
combination of ionized hydrogen and helium, we perform
an extra sampling step when a photon packet has reached
the desired optical depth and is still within the simulation
box. We first randomly decide if the photon is absorbed
by hydrogen or helium, with the probability for absorption
by hydrogen given by (Wood et al., 2004)
Pi,j(H
0) =
ni,H0σH0→H+(νj)
ni,H0σH0→H+(νj) + ni,He0σHe0→He+(νj)
,
where ni,H0 and ni,He0 are the number densities of neutral
hydrogen and neutral helium in the cell respectively.
Depending on the element that absorbed the photon,
there are various reemission channels, some of which give
rise to ionizing UV radiation:
• hydrogen Lyman continuum radiation,
• helium Lyman continuum radiation,
• 19.8 eV radiation from the resonant 23S → 11S tran-
sition in neutral helium,
• ionizing radiation for one of the two photons in the
helium two photon continuum,
• helium Lyman α radiation.
Each reemission channel has a specific probability associ-
ated with it, which will depend on the local temperature
in the grid cell (Wood et al., 2004). We use these proba-
bilities to randomly pick a channel. For each channel there
is an associated probability of actually producing an ion-
izing photon, and an associated spectrum for the resulting
reemitted radiation. We randomly decide if the photon is
reemitted in the ionizing part of the spectrum. If it is,
we sample a new random direction and optical depth for
the photon and repeat the ray-tracing step. If it is not,
the photon is assumed to be reemitted as non-ionizing line
continuum which escapes from the system, and it is ter-
minated.
As in Wood et al. (2004), we assume a medium that is
optically thick to Lyman alpha radiation, so that we do not
explicitly ray-trace helium Lyman α photons, but assume
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that they are absorbed on the spot. We need to explicitly
take this into account as an extra term when solving the
ionization balance within the cell:
ni,H0Ii,H0→H+ + Pi(HOTS)ni,eni,He+αHe0,21P
= ni,eni,H+αH+→H0(Ti),
where αHe0,21P is the recombination rate of the 2
1P level of
neutral helium, αH+→H0(T ) is the recombination rate from
ionized to neutral hydrogen as a function of temperature,
and Ti is the temperature in the cell.
ni,e is the electron density in the cell, which is approx-
imately given by
ni,e = ni,H+ + ni,He+
if we neglect the free electrons released by ionized metals.
Pi(HOTS) is the probability of on the spot absorption of
helium Lyman α radiation, which is approximately given
by (Wood et al., 2004)
Pi(HOTS) =

1 + 0.77√
Ti
104 K
fi,He0
fi,H0


−1
,
with fi,H0 and fi,He0 the neutral fractions of hydrogen and
helium in the cell, defined as
fi,X0 =
ni,X0
ni,X0 + ni,X+
.
For helium the ionization balance is simply given by
ni,He0Ii,He0→He+ = ni,eni,He+αHe+→He0(Ti).
Equations (2.1.1) and (2.1.1) are solved simultaneously
for a given input temperature Ti. Once the ionization
state of hydrogen and helium is known, we can compute
the density of free electrons using equation (2.1.1). With
these densities, we can solve for the ionization state of the
metals, for which the ionization balance is generally given
by
ni,X0Itot,i,X0→X+(Ti) = ni,X+αtot,i,X+→X0(Ti),
with Itot,i,X0→X+(Ti) and αtot,i,X+→X0(Ti) the total ion-
ization and recombination rate in the cell.
The ionization rate is generally given by
Itot,i,X0→X+(Ti) = Ii,X0→X+
+ ni,H+IC,H,X0→X+(Ti)
+ ni,He+IC,He,X0→X+(Ti),
where IC,H,X0→X+(T ) and IC,He,X0→X+(T ) are the ion-
ization rates for ion X0 through a charge transfer reaction
with ionized hydrogen or helium respectively, as a function
of temperature.
Likewise, the total recombination rate is given by
αtot,i,X+→X0(Ti) = ni,eαX+→X(T)
+ ni,H0αC,H,X+→X(Ti)
+ ni,H0αC,He,X+→X(Ti),
with αC,H,X+→X(T ) and αC,He,X+→X(T ) charge transfer
recombination rates.
We will generally not include charge transfer ioniza-
tion rates for reactions involving ionized helium, and only
include charge transfer ionization rates for hydrogen and
charge transfer recombination rates for some of the metals.
2.1.2. Data
Spectra. We support a number of input spectra for the
ionizing radiation, ranging from single frequency spectra
that are used for benchmark tests, over black body spec-
tra, to realistic stellar atmosphere spectra from the models
of Hoffmann et al. (2003). For complex spectra, we pre-
compute the cumulative number distribution function of
ionizing photons for a discrete number of frequencies, and
then use linear interpolation on this table to sample ran-
dom frequencies at runtime.
We also support external radiation fields, like a redshift-
dependent cosmic UV background field which can be used
to model the ISM of high redshift galaxies. For this, we
use the spectra of Faucher-Gigue`re et al. (2009), as down-
loaded from their website.
Ionization cross sections. We use fits to the photoioniza-
tion cross sections of hydrogen, helium, and the various
coolants from Verner et al. (1996). These fits smooth out
over resonances, but have the advantage that they are rel-
atively cheap to compute at runtime.
Recombination rates. We use radiative recombination rate
fits of Verner and Ferland (1996). For the coolants, these
are supplemented with dielectronic recombination rate fits
of Nussbaumer and Storey (1983), Nussbaumer and Storey
(1987), Mazzotta et al. (1998), and Abdel-Naby et al. (2012).
Charge transfer rates. We use the charge transfer ioniza-
tion and recombination rates for hydrogen from Kingdon and Ferland
(1996), and the helium charge transfer recombination rates
of Arnaud and Rothenflug (1985).
Alternative data. For some of the benchmark tests de-
scribed in section 4 we need simplified values for the pho-
toionization cross sections and radiative recombination rates.
To this end, we made sure that the rates can be easily
changed in our implementation, as part of the modular
design of our code (see 3.2.3).
2.2. Heating and cooling
When a photon packet is absorbed by hydrogen or he-
lium, an amount of energy equal to the excess w.r.t. the
ionization energy of that element is converted into heating
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of the local gas. The total integrated heating Hi,X0→X+
for a grid cell is given by (Wood et al., 2004)
Hi,X0→X+ =
∫
∞
ν
X0→X+
4πJi(ν
′)
hν′
σX0→X+(ν
′)
h (ν′ − νX0→X+) dν′.
and is hence very similar to the ionization rate estimator,
and can be treated in the same way during our Monte
Carlo photon propagation scheme. As for the ionizing lu-
minosity, the optical depth for a cell depends on the tem-
perature and ionization state of the gas in that cell, so
that a self-consistent solution can only be obtained with
an iterative scheme.
For cooling by recombination of hydrogen and helium,
we use the recombination cooling rates of Black (1981).
The cooling rate due to bremsstrahlung from free elec-
trons is given by Osterbrock and Ferland (2006), where we
use the fits to the mean Gaunt factor given by Katz et al.
(1996).
2.3. Line cooling
Despite the low abundances of metals such as C, N, O,
Ne, and S in star forming nebulae, line emission from these
elements contributes signicantly to the radiative cooling,
as their low-lying energy levels can be easily excited through
collisions with free electrons (Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006).
To model this process, we need to keep track of the ioniza-
tion state of these coolants, and model their line emission.
The details of this treatment are explained below.
2.3.1. Mechanism and data
In general, the level population xX,i =
nX,i
nX
of the ith
energy level of an ion X with density nX is the solution of
(Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006)
∑
j>i
xX,jneqX,ji +
∑
j>i
xX,jAX,ji
=
∑
j<i
xX,ineqX,ij +
∑
j<i
xX,iAX,ij , (3)
where qX,ij is the collisional excitation or deexcitation rate
from level j to level i, AX,ij is the radiative deexcitation
rate from level i to level j, and ne is the electron density.
The collisional deexcitation rate qX,ji is given by
qX,ji =
h2√
k (2πme)
3
2
ΥX(i, j)
ωX,j
,
with k = 1.38× 10−23 J K−1 Boltzmann’s constant, me =
9.109 × 10−31 kg the mass of an electron, ΥX(i, j) the
velocity-averaged collision strength, and ωX,j the statisti-
cal weight of the jth level of ion X . It is linked to the
collisional excitation rate qX,ij through the relation
qX,ij =
ωX,j
ωX,i
qX,ji exp
(−χX,ij
kT
)
,
with χX,ij the energy difference between level i and level
j.
Velocity-averaged collision strengths, radiative recom-
bination rates, energy differences, and statistical weights
can be measured experimentally or modelled quantum me-
chanically. We use data from a large number of sources,
as detailed in Table 1.
The specific ions we use can be classified into two cat-
egories: ions with two low lying energy levels (N++ and
Ne+), and ions with five low lying levels (C+, C++, N,
N+, O, O+, O++, Ne++, S+ and S++). For the former,
we solve the system of two equations ((3) for i = 2, and
xX,1 + xX,2 = 1) analytically, while for the latter we need
to solve the full set of five coupled linear equations.
2.3.2. New data fits
The velocity-averaged collision strengths used above
vary with temperature. To account for this fact, we fit-
ted a general curve of the form
ΥX(i, j, T ) = T
aij+1
(
bij +
cij
T
+ dij log(T )+
eijT (1 + (fij − 1)T gij ))
to all data, where T is the temperature (in K) and aij , bij ,
cij , dij , eij , fij and gij are fitting parameters. The gen-
eral form of this curve was inspired by (Burgess and Tully,
1992). It is worth noticing that there are no reliable data
for some of the fine structure levels of O+ above 10,000 K,
so that we needed to extrapolate the low temperature data.
The same is true for N++ above 40,000 K. For C++ and
Ne+ the data points are sparse, so the fits are less reliable.
For S+ and S++ the values of e, f and g were kept zero,
as this provided a better fit than when they were allowed
to vary.
The values of the fitting parameters are listed in Tables
A.9 - A.13, the corresponding fits and relative differences
between fit and data are shown in Figures A.15 - A.27.
2.4. Hydrodynamics
Hydrodynamical integration is performed using a finite
volume method (Toro, 2009) on a generally unstructured,
(co-)moving mesh (Springel, 2010). The Euler equations
of hydrodynamics in conservative form
∂U
∂t
+ ~∇. ~F (U) = 0, (4)
with
U =

ρ~v
P

 ,
~F (U) =


ρ~v
ρ~v~v + P~~1
ρ
(
u+ 12 |~v|2
)
+ P~v

 , (5)
and an adiabatic equation of state P = (γ − 1) ρu, where ρ
is the mass density, ~v the flow velocity, P the pressure, and
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Table 1: Data values used for the line cooling computations of the
various coolants. The symbols in the table are explained below the
table.
ion A, B C D
C+ FF04 FF04 T08
C++ FF04 FF04 B85
N FF04 FF04 T00
N+ G97 G97 L94
N++ B92 G98 B92
O G97 G97 B88, Z03
O+ FF04 FF04 K09
O++ G97 G97 L94
Ne+ S94 K86 G01
Ne++ G97 G97 B94
S+ T10 T10 T10
S++ M82 M82 H12
S+++ M90 P95 S99
A energy levels
B statistical weights
C radiative recombination rates
D velocity-averaged collision strengths
B85 Berrington et al. (1985)
B88 Berrington (1988)
B92 Blum and Pradhan (1992)
B94 Butler and Zeippen (1994)
FF04 Froese Fischer and Tachiev (2004)
G97 Galavis et al. (1997)
G98 Galavis et al. (1998)
G01 Griffin et al. (2001)
H12 Hudson et al. (2012)
K86 Kaufman and Sugar (1986)
K09 Kisielius et al. (2009)
L94 Lennon and Burke (1994)
M82 Mendoza and Zeippen (1982)
M90 Martin et al. (1990)
P95 Pradhan (1995)
S94 Saraph and Tully (1994)
S99 Saraph and Storey (1999)
T00 Tayal (2000)
T08 Tayal (2008)
T10 Tayal and Zatsarinny (2010)
Z03 Zatsarinny and Tayal (2003)
u the thermal energy per unit mass, are discretized on an
unstructured Voronoi mesh. Integration of the primitive
variables over the volume Vi of each cell leads to a set
of conserved variables (mass mi, momentum ~pi, and total
energy Ei) for each cell. Integrating the conservation law
(4) over the volume of the cell allows us to reduce the time
integration of these conserved quantities as a flux exchange
between the cell and its neighbouring cells:
dQi
dt
= −
∑
j
~Fij . ~Aij , (6)
where ~Aij represents the oriented surface area of the geo-
metrical face between cell i and cell j, ~Fij is an appropriate
estimate of the fluxes (5) at a representative location on
the face, and Qi is the vector of conserved variables for
that cell.
To obtain appropriate fluxes, we use the values on both
sides of the face as input for an exact Riemann solver,
which gives the exact physical solution for the two state
problem defined by the variables at both sides up to a
desired precision. By sampling this analytic solution we
obtain new values for the primitive variables that can be
used to compute fluxes to be used in (6).
Note that our current implementation is only first order
in space and time. It is however very straightforward to ex-
tend this to higher order by the introduction of appropriate
spatial gradients, see e.g. Vandenbroucke and De Rijcke
(2016); this will be implemented in future versions of the
code. Our current implementation also does not yet in-
clude external forces or self-gravity.
2.4.1. Moving mesh scheme
For the specific case of an unstructured Voronoi grid,
we can make the method Lagrangian by allowing the gen-
erators of the Voronoi grid to move in between time steps of
the integration scheme. To account for this movement, we
add correction terms to the flux expressions (5), as detailed
in (Springel, 2010; Hopkins, 2015; Vandenbroucke and De Rijcke,
2016). Note that the hydrodynamical integration is com-
pletely independent of the movement of the generators. If
the generators do not move, the method is Eulerian. If on
the other hand the generator movement is set to the local
fluid velocity in the corresponding cell, the method is fully
Lagrangian. In the latter case, we can solve the Riemann
problem across the cell faces in the rest frame of the faces,
which leads to better accuracy in the presence of large bulk
velocities, and allows us to use a larger integration time
step than would be used in an equivalent Eulerian scheme,
as the time step only depends on the relative velocity of
the fluid w.r.t. the grid.
2.4.2. Radiation hydrodynamics
To couple the radiation to the hydrodynamics, an oper-
ator splitting method is used, whereby the photoionization
heating term is added after each step of the hydrodynam-
ics scheme, assuming photoionization equilibrium. The
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current values of the density in each cell are converted
into number densities that are then used as input for the
photoionization code. The photoionization code computes
a self-consistent ionization structure for each cell, which
is then used to decide what the temperature of the cell
should be. The number of iterations and number of pho-
ton packets used in this step is a simulation parameter.
The resulting temperature is compared with the actual
hydrodynamical temperature of the cell, and the energy
difference is added to the cell as an energy source term.
In our current implementation, we do not subtract en-
ergy for cells that were ionized and become neutral again,
since this involves a careful treatment of the time step to
prevent negative energies. We use an almost isothermal
equation of state with an adiabatic index γ = 1.0001, and
assume a two-temperature medium, whereby the temper-
ature in the neutral phase is assumed to be Tn = 100 K,
while the temperature in the ionized medium is assumed
to be Ti = 10, 000 K. For a cell with hydrogen neutral
fraction xH, the assumed average temperature is then
T = xHTn + (1− xH)Ti.
This approach is sufficient to reproduce a basic benchmark
expansion test (see 4.3). We could of course also get the
photoionization heating directly from the photoionization
step; this more general approach will be subject of future
work.
Note that it is possible to couple CMacIonize as an
external library to other hydrodynamics codes using a very
similar approach, see 3.3.
3. Code
The most important difference between CMacIonize
and the original photoionization code ofWood et al. (2004)
is a complete redesign of the structure of the code (accom-
panied by a migration from Fortran to C++11), including
a full in-line documentation of the code using Doxygen2
(the documentation for the latest stable version of the code
can be found on a dedicated webpage3). Below we outline
the main design considerations and detail how they are
implemented in the code.
3.1. Design considerations
3.1.1. User friendliness
The photoionization part of CMacIonize is primarily
focused on post-processing output from other simulation
codes as part of a simulation analysis work flow. This
means that the code will be used by researchers that are
not necessarily very familiar with the details of the code,
but that still want to produce reproducible science prod-
ucts. To accommodate this, we aim to minimize the learn-
ing curve for using CMacIonize. In cases where writing
2http://www.doxygen.org
3http://www-star.st-and.ac.uk/~bv7/CMacIonize_documentation/
additional code is inevitable (like for example when read-
ing a new type of input file), we want to limit the effort
necessary to accomplish this: the new code should be lim-
ited to a single function or C++ class, and the user should
be able to write this code without worrying about the de-
tails of the photoionization algorithm.
3.1.2. Reproducibility
A properly designed computer algorithm should be de-
terministic, so that running the same simulation twice with
the same input and the same version of a code should pro-
duce exactly the same result, independent of the hardware
architecture. Parallelization and system specific optimiza-
tions might cause tiny changes in round off that could
cause minuscule changes in result between different runs
(especially in Monte Carlo algorithms), but even then a
simulation code should be very close to a unique mapping
from input data to an output solution. Reproducibility is
hence an inherent feature of computer simulations.
However, keeping track of input parameters and code
versions can be tedious, especially when simulations are
combined with the design of improved algorithms and code
changes are made. For this reason, we aim to provide
a robust system to log parameters and code versions, so
that all published CMacIonize results should be perfectly
reproducible.
3.1.3. Modularity
Complex algorithms combine a large number of com-
ponents that each have their specific complexities. How-
ever, most of these components are predominantly inde-
pendent of each other, and only interact with the other
components through narrowly defined interfaces. Isolat-
ing complex components into separate entities or modules
increases the readability of a code, and makes the code
more robust if combined with an appropriate unit testing
strategy. We will therefore aim to produce a modular code,
whereby separate components are identified and isolated
into separate code entities.
3.1.4. Scalability
Modern computing architecture is highly parallel, with
the computing power of a typical high performance com-
puter spread out over a large number of separate comput-
ing units or nodes that are interconnected through a high
speed network, and with each of these nodes in turn con-
sisting of up to 128 separate CPU cores that share a single
memory space. In order to efficiently use these machines,
it is crucial that an algorithm is designed with a parallel
mindset. We cannot think of the algorithm as a serial list
of instructions that are executed one by one, but instead
need to think of the tasks that need to be performed by
the algorithm, the data that is needed to perform these
tasks (and that might be shared with other tasks), and
the dependencies that govern which tasks can be executed
in parallel and which tasks are mutually exclusive due to
conflicts.
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In the current version of CMacIonize, we aim to pro-
vide a reasonable scaling by distributing computations across
multiple cores on a single node, and across multiple nodes.
Our current parallelization strategy does not address the
need to distribute data across multiple nodes in order to ef-
ficiently use the available memory. This will be addressed
in future versions of the code.
3.2. Design implementation
3.2.1. User interface
For standard users that do not plan to add additional
code, the interaction with CMacIonize is limited to
• calling the command line program CMacIonize, and
• writing a parameter file that contains the parameters
for the simulation.
The command line program has a very limited set of op-
tions that control the number of shared memory parallel
threads used to run, and the mode in which to run (pho-
toionization only or RHD). The only other parameter to
the program is the name of the parameter file. An example
command line call to CMacIonize could like this:
./CMacIonize --params parameterfile.param \
--threads 8
This will run CMacIonize in the standard photoioniza-
tion mode using 8 shared memory parallel threads, and us-
ing the parameters provided in the file parameterfile.param.
The parameter file contains all information needed to
set up and run the simulation, and maps to the underlying
modular structure of the code (all parameters are linked
to a specific C++ class). It is a simple text file in YAML
format4, and a very basic example could look like this:
SimulationBox:
anchor: [-5. pc, -5. pc, -5. pc]
sides: [10. pc, 10. pc, 10. pc]
periodicity: [false, false, false]
DensityGrid:
type: Cartesian
number of cells: [64, 64, 64]
DensityFunction:
type: Homogeneous
density: 100. cm^-3
temperature: 8000. K
PhotonSourceDistribution:
type: SingleStar
position: [0. pc, 0. pc, 0. pc]
luminosity: 4.26e49 s^-1
4http://yaml.org/
PhotonSourceSpectrum:
type: Monochromatic
frequency: 13.6 eV
IonizationSimulation:
number of photons: 1e6
number of iterations: 20
This parameter file sets up a Stro¨mgren test in a box of
10 pc × 10 pc × 10 pc containing gas with a density of
100 cm−3 at a temperature of 8,000 K, with a star at the
centre with a total luminosity of 4.26 × 1049 s−1 and a
monochromatic spectrum with a frequency equivalent to a
photon of 13.6 eV. The simulation uses a Cartesian grid of
64× 64× 64 cells, and uses 20 iterations with 106 photon
packets for each iteration (see 4.1 for details of this test).
The example above illustrates how easy it is to read
and understand a parameter file. It also illustrates another
key feature of the code: the use of units. Internally, we
consistently use SI units throughout the code to avoid any
confusion about units. However, we also require the user to
specify units for all physical quantities that are used as an
input, so that the user does not need to worry about unit
conversions at all. We support a variety of different units,
including complex unit conversions (e.g. photon energy in
eV to photon frequency in Hz), and adding new units is
very straightforward.
Apart from supporting units, the parameter file also
supports various number formats and 3D vectors.
When the program is started, the parameter file is
parsed and translated into a corresponding simulation struc-
ture. Before the actual simulation starts, the actually used
parameters are written to a reference file. Most parame-
ters have default values and need not be specified in the
parameter file; when written to the reference file, the de-
fault values will be displayed, and the file will clearly state
that the default value was used. If a parameter is not used,
the reference file will mention this as well. For parameters
that have units, the reference file will contain the value in
SI units, as well as the original value.
If no parameter file is given, default values will be used
for all parameters (that correspond to a low resolution
version of the Stro¨mgren benchmark test, see 4.1). In this
case it is possible to use the reference file as a first guess for
sensible parameter values, and iterate on it to construct an
actual useful parameter file. All available parameters are
also extensively documented in the Doxygen documenta-
tion of the corresponding classes.
3.2.2. Reproducibility
In order to guarantee reproducibility, we use a strategy
that consists of three pillars:
1. version control as a way to uniquely identify a spe-
cific code version,
2. parameter logging in output files as a way to keep
track of used parameters, and
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3. unit testing to guarantee the same results across code
versions.
Version control. The code is stored in a public online Git
repository5 to make it easier to keep track of the code his-
tory, and to facilitate collaboration on the code. Git keeps
track of the changes that are made to the code in between
so called commits, i.e. logged checkpoints of the code sta-
tus. Each commit has an associated key that uniquely
identifies it, and it is always possible to return to a spe-
cific version of the code using the appropriate commit key.
Moreover, Git also provides a command line tool called
git describe that can be used to check the current version
of the local copy of the repository that a user is using,
and that checks if the repository is dirty, i.e. contains
uncommitted code changes.
We have incorporated git describe into our code con-
figuration chain, so that the compiled code knows (a) what
the unique commit key of the current version is, and (b)
if the current code version is exactly equal to that code
version, or contains uncommitted changes. If the code
contains uncommitted changes, it will refuse to run any
simulation, so that the user is forced to commit changes
and make sure the code is identifiable before running sci-
entific simulations.
Logging. The output of any simulation consists of snap-
shots, i.e. dumps of specific quantities at some time dur-
ing the simulation. CMacIonize supports various types
of snapshot files, the default being the same HDF5 format
that is also used by Gadget2 ascl:0003.001, SWIFT6,
and Shadowfax.
In order to exactly reproduce a snapshot file, we need
to know
• what version of the code was used to generate it, and
• which parameters were used to run the code.
The former can be easily realised by storing the unique
commit key for the current code version in the snapshot
files. To guarantee the latter, we also store all parameters
in the snapshot files, as they were used. This corresponds
to the values that are part of the reference parameter file
(see 3.2.1). By also storing the parameters for which de-
fault values were used, we guarantee reproducibility across
different code versions, if at some point the default value
for a parameter were to change. The public version of the
code contains a Python script that can extract the param-
eter file that was used from a snapshot file in the default
HDF5 format.
For simulations that use input from external files, as
e.g. simulations that post-process the density field from
another simulation, we also need these external files in or-
der to reproduce the results. Since these files can be quite
5https://github.com/bwvdnbro/CMacIonize
6https://gitlab.cosma.dur.ac.uk/swift/swiftsim
large, storing them as part of the snapshot files is not an
option. In this case, we rely on the user using a conve-
nient method of keeping track of those files to guarantee
reproducibility.
Apart from the code version and the parameter values
we also log configuration flags and system specific informa-
tion. This is not strictly necessary in order to reproduce
simulation results, but might nonetheless be helpful e.g.
during debugging.
Unit testing. One of the key issues when developing a sim-
ulation code is making sure that the results are scientifi-
cally accurate, and that they stay accurate throughout the
further development of the code. Unit testing is a very
powerful tool to achieve this, especially when combined
with a good modular design (see 3.2.3).
A unit test is a small independent program that calls a
small part of the code with known input values and checks
its output against a known solution. If the output matches
the expected result, the test passes and we know that part
of the code behaves as expected.
When properly designed, a unit test covers all possible
paths through the code that is being tested, e.g. if the code
contains conditions that check for strange input values, the
test will call the code with strange input values and check
that these are handled correctly.
Unit tests were an integral part of the early develop-
ment process of CMacIonize, as all new code was tested
against reference values of the old code of Wood et al.
(2004). During the addition of new features that were
not part of the old code, we still tried to start from the
unit test as much as possible, which meant first thinking
about what the expected behaviour of a code component
(function or class) should be, before actually implement-
ing it. The overhead this implies is quickly recovered by
the ease with which we can locate bugs in new code.
The current version of the code contains almost 70 sep-
arate unit tests, which are managed as part of our code
configuration and run using CTest, the CMake7 unit test-
ing framework. Depending on the hardware and system
configuration, the tests take less than a minute to a few
minutes to complete, and can be run as part of the stan-
dard compilation process.
When new code is added to the stable version on the
Git repository, the new code is automatically compiled
with a number of different compilers on different systems
using the continuous integration environment Travis CI8,
and the unit tests are run. Code is only allowed to be
merged into the stable repository if it passes all the tests.
This way we ensure that new code never breaks or alters
old functionality, unless this is done on purpose (in which
case the corresponding unit test needs to be modified).
7https://cmake.org/
8https://travis-ci.org
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3.2.3. Object oriented design
To implement modularity in our code design, we use
C++ objects as the building blocks of the code. An object
has a limited number of responsibilities, and is as unaware
as possible of the rest of the code (unless the interaction of
various objects is the responsibility of the class). Most ob-
jects are covered by a corresponding unit test (see 3.2.2),
although the unit tests for some classes are grouped to-
gether if this makes more sense.
We use a number of different design patterns (Gamma et al.,
1995). Basic simulation components like the density grid
and the source distribution use inheritance combined with
a factory class to provide different interchangeable imple-
mentations (e.g. the density grid can be a regular Carte-
sian grid, an AMR mesh, or an unstructured Voronoi grid).
The density grid itself makes extensive use of iterators to
provide grid type unaware access to cells, while most grid
computations are performed using visitors that perform a
single task for each cell of the grid.
The object oriented design is tightly interwoven with
the parameter file used as the user interface (see 3.2.1),
with objects mapping to specific blocks in the parameter
file (and the type keyword always referring to a factory
class that provides multiple implementations of a general
interface). Most objects have a so-called parameter file
constructor, which can create an object instance based on
the parameter values given in the parameter file, with pa-
rameters mapping directly to object properties.
3.2.4. Task based design
To provide inherent parallelism in our code, we think of
the actions that need to be performed by the algorithm in
terms of small tasks, that perform a limited set of actions
on a small part of the computational domain. By limiting
the amount of work done by a single task, we can improve
the load balancing between different parallel threads sig-
nificantly, while limiting the fraction of the computational
domain that is affected minimizes conflicts.
The photon traversal algorithm e.g. can be done inde-
pendently for small batches of photons. Each part of the
path of a photon is only a single cell, so that we only need
to worry about two threads accessing the same cell at the
same time to prevent conflicts. Similarly, the ionization
balance computation for different cells can be done com-
pletely independently, and so can the temperature balance
computation or even the cell initialization.
In practice, our task based design is implemented us-
ing a number of interacting classes called Worker, Job,
and JobMarket. Job and JobMarket make use of compile
time polymorphism and are template interfaces, meaning
that these classes do not actually exist, but are abstract in-
terfaces that define common functionality for classes that
can be used as C++ template arguments for other classes.
This offers the same flexibility as run time polymorphism,
but without the computational overhead. AWorker is our
abstract representation of a thread, while a Job is the ab-
stract representation of a task that needs to be performed.
The JobMarket is responsible for spawning Job instances.
The Worker instances in turn are spawned by a WorkDis-
tributor, which is the only class that needs to know about
the underlying parallel environment that is used. Our cur-
rent implementation only supports OpenMP, but it would
be straightforward to replace this by e.g. a POSIX threads
or Intel Threading Building Blocks implementation.
The general workflow for a shared memory parallel run
is illustrated in Figure 1. When a parallel part of the ex-
ecution is started, a corresponding JobMarket implemen-
tation is created and passed on as a template argument to
the WorkDistributor. The WorkDistributor then gener-
ates a number of Worker instances that are run in paral-
lel, and that call the get job() function of the JobMarket
instance to get actual Job instances that need to be exe-
cuted. The worker then calls the execute() method of the
Job instance to perform the task at hand. When the task
is finished, the Worker goes back to the JobMarket to get
the next Job, until no more tasks are available.
This paradigm nicely divides the responsibilities of the
parallelization process: the Job provides the actual task
at hand, the JobMarket regulates how tasks are divided
and hence controls the load balancing, while theWorkDis-
tributor is responsible for handling the underlying parallel
environment. Figure 2 and Figure 3 show how this works
for a photoionization simulation.
We need a locking mechanism to protect common vari-
ables in the shared memory domain, like e.g. cells in the
photon traversal algorithm or counter values within the
JobMarket. To this end, we provide our own Lock class
that is unaware of the underlying parallel environment.
We also experimented with using atomic data operations,
but found this to be slower than a locking mechanism in
most cases, predominantly because of the lack of hardware
support for floating point atomic operations, and because
the large number of variables updated per cell access in the
photon traversal algorithm reduces the impact of using an
expensive locking mechanism.
3.3. Library exposure
To improve the usability of CMacIonize, we also pro-
vide a library interface to the code, which can be used in
both C, C++ and Fortran2003. This library interface is in
all ways equivalent to the standard CMacIonize program
(the same IonizationSimulation class is used to run an
actual photoionization simulation), but uses special input
and output classes to directly obtain the density field from
another code and return the resulting ionization structure
to that code without the need to output anything to disk.
Our current library implementation has already suc-
cessfully been used to couple the code to the SPH code
PHANTOM ascl:1709.002.
The library needs to be initialized using a parameter
file that is identical to the one used for the actual CMa-
cIonize program, and provides a single function that takes
an array of positions, smoothing lengths and masses as
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WorkDistributor do in parallel()
Worker Worker ...
〈Job〉
execute()
〈Job〉
execute()
〈JobMarket〉 get job()
Figure 1: Schematic representation of a typical shared memory parallel run. A WorkDistributor spawns a number of parallel Worker objects
that get tasks from a template JobMarket object that acts as a taskpool. The different threads keep drawing tasks from the pool until all
tasks have been executed.
IonizationPhotonShootJobMarket get job()
number of photons left > 0 signal end of job queue
Empty job
next number of photons =
job fraction × number of photons left
number of photons left =
number of photons left − next number of photons
create new job with
next number of photons photon packets
IonizationPhotonShootJob
yes
no
Figure 2: JobMarket implementation that controls the load balancing of a parallel photoionization run. We create a new Job instance that
will propagate a fraction of the total number of photons left to propagate. This ensures that tasks gradually get smaller, which in turn
guarantees a minimal load imbalance, as the maximal load imbalance is the time it takes to execute a single task. Note that this function is
not thread safe and hence requires a locking mechanism to ensure safe access.
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IonizationPhotonShootJob execute()
for each photon package photon = get random photon() PhotonSource
set tau to random optical depth
propagate(photon, tau)DensityGrid
inside(photon) resubmit(photon) DiffuseReemissionHandler
terminate photon package
yes
yes
no
no
Figure 3: Job implementation that propagates a number of photons through the grid. Note that the call to DensityGrid::propagate requires
a locking mechanism for thread safe cell access (the rest of the function is thread safe).
an input, and outputs an array of neutral hydrogen frac-
tions. Under the hood, it converts the positions, smooth-
ing lengths and masses into a density field that is mapped
onto a density grid, and then uses sources from the pa-
rameter file to illuminate this density field and compute
self-consistent neutral fractions. These neutral fractions
are then mapped back to the original SPH positions using
the provided smoothing lengths.
It should be fairly straightforward to use the same ap-
proach to couple the code to other types of hydrodynami-
cal codes, like AMR codes.
Some parts of the code are also wrapped into a Python
library. This library is not meant to run full photoioniza-
tion simulations like the C/C++/Fortran counterpart, but
instead can be used to facilitate the analysis of simulation
snapshots, by e.g. providing access to the line cooling data
used by the code.
3.4. Unstructured grid generation
An important feature of CMacIonize is the option to
use an unstructured Voronoi grid as the main grid struc-
ture for both the radiation transfer and the hydrodynam-
ics. Due to the poor scaling properties of the incremental
construction algorithm used in Vandenbroucke and De Rijcke
(2016), we decided to implement two new algorithms. The
first algorithm (which for historical reasons is called the
“old” Voronoi algorithm) is our own rewritten version of
the no longer actively supported voro++ library9. This
algorithm works in most cases. However, we found that in
some very specific degenerate cases, the voro++ algorithm
can produce the wrong Voronoi grid without crashing (as
can be confirmed graphically, or by computing the total
volume of all cells). This is due to the way the algorithm
handles degeneracies.
Since these degenerate cases do in fact happen when
starting a moving-mesh hydrodynamical simulation from
a regular initial grid, we also implemented a new, more
scalable version of the incremental construction algorithm
used in Shadowfax (called the “new” algorithm). The
current version of this grid construction algorithm is about
a factor 3 slower than the voro++ algorithm, but is com-
pletely robust to any degeneracies due to the usage of
arbitrary precision arithmetics. We plan to release this
algorithm as a standalone library that can be used as a
replacement for voro++ (Vandenbroucke et al., in prep.).
In this work, we will use the old Voronoi algorithm
whenever an unstructured grid is used. This does not af-
fect the results we show in any way, as the Voronoi grid
for a set of points is a unique geometrical structure, and
is independent of the way it is computed.
9http://math.lbl.gov/voro++/
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4. Benchmarks
In order to verify that our code produces physically
accurate results in an efficient way, we run a number of
benchmark tests. Tests are grouped together into four
categories:
1. tests that verify the ionization algorithm,
2. tests that verify the combined ionization and tem-
perature computation algorithm,
3. tests that verify the radiation hydrodynamics algo-
rithms, and
4. tests that check the parallel efficiency of the code.
For the fourth category, we just reuse tests from the
three other categories. The initial conditions and analy-
sis scripts for all benchmark tests are part of the public
version of the code.
4.1. Stro¨mgren sphere
To test the ionization algorithm, we run a simple test,
inspired by the work of Stro¨mgren (1939), in which a
single ionizing source is at the centre of a box contain-
ing a homogeneous density field consisting of only hy-
drogen. If we assume that the source completely ionizes
all hydrogen within a radius Rs (the Stro¨mgren radius),
while the hydrogen outside this region stays neutral, then
the ionization balance equation for the ionized region is
(Osterbrock and Ferland, 2006):
Q =
4π
3
R3sn
2
HαH+→H0(T ),
where we made the assumption that nH = nH+ within
the ionized region. If we also assume a fixed temperature
T0, then we get an analytic expression for the constant
Stro¨mgren radius:
Rs =
(
3Q
4πn2HαH+→H0(T0)
) 1
3
. (7)
If the ionized region itself emits ionizing radiation (through
the diffuse field), the ionization balance equation changes
to
Q
(
1 + Pr,H(T ) + Pr,H(T )
2 + ...
)
=
4π
3
R3sn
2
HαH+→H0(T ),
where Pr,H(T ) is the reemission probability for ionizing
radiation.
Using 1 + x+ x2 + ... = 11−x , (7) now becomes:
R′s =
((
Q
1− Pr,H(T0)
)
3
4πn2HαH+→H0(T0)
) 1
3
. (8)
We will hence run two different versions of the test,
that test different parts of the algorithm:
1. a version that does not include the diffuse reemission
field and should reproduce (7), and
2. a version that includes diffuse radiation and should
produce a larger ionization region, as given by (8).
For both tests, we will use a cubic box of 10 × 10 ×
10 pc containing gas with a hydrogen number density of
nH = 100 cm
−3. At the centre of the box, we put a
single source with a luminosity of Q = 4.26 × 1049 s−1
with a monochromatic spectrum that emits photons at
the ionization threshold energy for hydrogen, ν = 13.6 eV.
We assume a constant photoionization cross section for
neutral hydrogen of σH0→H+ = 6.3 × 10−18 cm−2, and
a constant radiative recombination rate αH+→H0(T0) =
4×10−13 cm3 s−1. The abundances, photoionization cross
sections and recombination rates for all other elements and
ions are set to zero.
We use a Cartesian density grid of 64×64×64 cells, and
use 106 photon packets for 20 iterations to get a converged
result.
4.1.1. No diffuse field
This test corresponds to the benchmark test strom-
gren, and the setup is as described above. The resulting
hydrogen neutral fraction as a function of radius is shown
in the top panel of Figure 4. The code accurately repro-
duces the expected Stro¨mgren radius given by (7).
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the hydrogen neutral
fraction profile with the number of iterations used. Ini-
tially, the neutral fraction is set to a very low value every-
where in the box, so that the ionizing radiation can illumi-
nate a large region efficiently. After the first iterations of
the ionization state computation, the neutral fraction in
the outer regions quickly goes up until a converged result
is reached. The result is already well converged after 6
iterations.
4.1.2. Diffuse field
This test corresponds to the benchmark test strom-
gren diffuse, and includes diffuse reemission with a ree-
mission probability Pr,H(T0) = 0.364 (corresponding to
T0 = 8000 K). The resulting hydrogen neutral fraction
profile is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 4. As ex-
pected, the ionized region is larger in this case. Our code
still accurately reproduces the expected Stro¨mgren radius
given by (8).
4.2. Lexington benchmarks
To test the combined temperature and ionization cal-
culation for the full system including metals, we run two of
the benchmark tests that were the result of a 1995 work-
shop in Lexington and that are known as the Lexington
benchmarks (Ferland, 1995). The initial conditions for
these tests can be found in Pe´quignot et al. (2001), and
correspond to the HII40 and HII20 model in that work.
The tests consist of a uniform density box with a hy-
drogen number density nH = 100 cm
−3, in which a central
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Figure 4: Hydrogen neutral fraction as a function of radius for the
two versions of the Stro¨mgren benchmark test. Top panels: ver-
sion without diffuse radiation, bottom panels: version with diffuse
radiation. The light purple dots show the simulation results for the
individual cells; the dark purple error bars show the same results in
50 radial bins, with the size of the error bars showing the scatter
within the bin. The orange dashed line is the corresponding analytic
Stro¨mgren radius. For clarity, the results are shown on both a linear
and a logarithmic scale.
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Figure 5: Hydrogen neutral fraction as a function of radius for the
benchmark test without diffuse field, for different iteration numbers.
For clarity, we only show the binned results, with the size of the error
bar representing the scatter within the bin. The black dashed line
is the analytic Stro¨mgren radius. On the bottom panel we show the
same results on a logarithmic scale without the error bars.
Table 2: Abundances for helium and the different coolants in the
Lexington benchmark tests.
element abundance
He/H 0.1
C/H 2.2× 10−4
N/H 4× 10−5
O/H 3.3× 10−4
Ne/H 5× 10−5
S/H 9× 10−6
spherical region with radius Rin = 3 × 1016 m is evacu-
ated. In the centre of the evacuated region we place a sin-
gle stellar source with a luminosity Q = 1049 s−1 for the
low temperature benchmark, and Q = 4.26× 1049 s−1 for
the high temperature benchmark, with a black body spec-
trum. The temperature TBB of the black body spectrum
is also different for the two tests, with TBB = 20, 000 K for
the low temperature benchmark, and TBB = 40, 000 K for
the high temperature version. The abundances (relative
to hydrogen) of helium and the various coolants are set to
the values listed in Table 2.
To compare the test results, a number of quantities are
computed:
• The total Hβ luminosity, which is computed from
a power law fit to the data of Storey and Hummer
(1995), using the electron density and temperature
derived from the photoionization simulation.
• The height of the Balmer Jump ∆(BC 3645), de-
fined as the jump in the Balmer continuum flux in a
synthetic spectrum between the flux at 3643 A˚ and
14
3681 A˚. To obtain synthetic spectra, we use the
continuum emission coefficients for hydrogen and he-
lium from Brown and Mathews (1970). Note that
Pe´quignot et al. (2001) and other authors wrongly
quote this value in units of A˚, while the actual value
is in A˚
−1
.
• The inner temperature Tinner at the boundary of the
evacuated region.
• The average density weighted temperature (Ferland,
1995)
〈T [nenH+ ]〉 =
∫
nenH+TdV∫
nenH+dV
.
• The outer radius of the ionization region, defined
as the average radius of cells with hydrogen neutral
fractions in the range fH0 ∈ [0.1, 0.2].
• The ratio of the density weighted ionized fractions
of hydrogen and helium, defined as
〈fHe+〉
〈fH+〉
=
∫
nefHe+dV∫
nenH+dV
.
Apart from those, we also compute the line strengths
of a number of emission lines, relative to the total Hβ
luminosity. These lines are a subset of the emission lines
that are used for the metal line cooling (see 2.3), and their
strength is computed in the same way (summed over all
cells).
For both tests, we set up a box of size 6 × 6 × 6 pc,
using a Cartesian density grid of 64×64×64 cells. We use
108 photons and 20 iterations to get a converged result for
all coolants.
To set up the initial condition with a vacuum region in
the centre, we use a special implementation of the Density-
Function used to set up the density field, called BlockSyn-
taxDensityFunction. This implementation uses a very
simple geometrical block description of the initial condi-
tion, which is the same as used by the initial condition
generator of Shadowfax (Vandenbroucke and De Rijcke,
2016).
4.2.1. Low temperature benchmark
This corresponds to the lexingtonHII20 benchmark test,
and uses a black body spectrum with TBB = 20, 000 K.
The resulting ionic fraction profiles for hydrogen, helium
and several coolants are shown in the top panel of Fig-
ure 6, together with reference values from the 1D code
Cloudy. They follow the same trends as observed in e.g.
Wood et al. (2004), and overall agreement is pretty good.
The resulting temperature profile is shown in the top panel
of Figure 7. Our result follows the same overall trend as
the reference curve, but we systematically overestimate the
temperature in the ionized region. We do reproduce the
correct peak temperature at the ionization radius. This
difference can be attributed to the different cooling rates
we use compared to Cloudy.
Table 3 lists the line strengths and comparison quanti-
ties used by Pe´quignot et al. (2001), and compares them
with the median values given in that paper. All values
have the expected order of magnitude, although some val-
ues deviate significantly. This can be attributed to a com-
bination of our overall higher temperature, and different
line emission rates.
4.2.2. High temperature benchmark
This corresponds to the lexingtonHII40 benchmark test,
and uses a black body spectrum with TBB = 40, 000 K.
The resulting ionic fraction profiles for hydrogen, helium
and several coolants are shown in the bottom panel of Fig-
ure 6, and they again follow the same trends as observed
in Wood et al. (2004). The resulting temperature profile
is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 7. We again notice
an overall higher temperature in most of the ionized region
(although we actually underestimate the central tempera-
ture), which again is due to the different data values used
by our code.
Table 4 lists the line strengths and comparison quan-
tities. Note that we cannot compute the [C II] 1335 A˚
line strength given in Pe´quignot et al. (2001), as this cor-
responds to a transition outside the five lowest lying levels
of C+. Neither can we compute the [O IV] 25.9 µm line
strength, since O++ has an ionization potential that is
(just) higher than the 54.4 eV upper limit of our energy
interval, and we hence cannot track O+++. The values
generally agree with the Pe´quignot et al. (2001) values,
although there are again significant differences, especially
for the sulphur lines.
4.3. STARBENCH benchmark
To test the coupling between the radiation transfer al-
gorithm and our hydrodynamical integration scheme, we
use the benchmark D-type expansion of an HII region
which is part of the STARBENCH project (Bisbas et al.,
2015b). The setup is similar to the Stro¨mgren test intro-
duced above, but instead of assuming a static solution, we
allow the gas to react to the increased pressure due to the
higher temperature of the ionised region, and study the
expansion of the resulting ionized region over time.
We put a central source with a luminosity of 1049 s−1
and a monochromatic spectrum that emits at 13.6 eV in a
box of 2.512× 2.512× 2.512 pc containing only hydrogen
with a density of 3113 cm−3. The hydrogen photoion-
ization cross section is set to 6.3 × 10−18 cm2, while the
hydrogen recombination rate is set to 2.7×10−13 cm3 s−1.
We assume there is no diffuse radiation field.
We assume a very simple isothermal equation of state
(in practice this is realized by setting the adiabatic index
to γ = 1.0001), and assume that the ionized region has
a constant temperature Ti = 10, 000 K, while the neutral
region has a constant temperature Tn = 100 K.
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Figure 6: Ionic fraction of hydrogen, helium, and various coolants as a function of radius, as indicated on the figures. Top rows: low
temperature benchmark, bottom rows: high temperature benchmark. The error bars show the simulation results, while the full lines are the
equivalent Cloudy results.
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Table 3: Line strengths and comparison quantities for the low temperature Lexington benchmark test. P2001 denotes the median value as
given in Pe´quignot et al. (2001).
Quantity CMacIonize value P2001 value
Hβ luminosity 4.81× 1036 erg s−1 4.89× 1036 erg s−1
∆(BC 3645) 5.44× 10−3 A˚−1 5.56× 10−3 A˚−1
Tinner 7052 K 6789 K
〈T [nenH+ ]〉 6843 K 6663 K
Rout 8.83× 1016 m 8.89× 1016 m
〈fHe+〉/〈fH+〉 0.047 0.049
Line CMacIonize line strength P2001 line strength
[C II] 2325 A˚ multiplet 0.066 0.047
[N II] 122 µm 0.068 0.071
[N II] 6584 A˚ and 6548 A˚ 0.845 0.803
[N II] 5755 A˚ 0.0029 0.0029
[N III] 57.3 µm 0.0030 0.0031
[O I] 6300 A˚ and 6363 A˚ 0.0052 0.0060
[O II] 7320 A˚ and 7330 A˚ 0.0103 0.0087
[O II] 3726 A˚ and 3729 A˚ 1.33 1.10
[O III] 51.8 µm 0.0013 0.0012
[O III] 88.3 µm 0.0016 0.0014
[O III] 5007 A˚ and 4959 A˚ 0.0018 0.0015
[Ne II] 12.8 µm 0.297 0.271
[S II] 6716 A˚ and 6731 A˚ 0.459 0.492
[S II] 4068 A˚ and 4076 A˚ 0.014 0.017
[S III] 18.7 µm 0.333 0.420
[S III] 33.6 µm 0.558 0.750
[S III] 9532 A˚ and 9069 A˚ 0.479 0.525
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Table 4: Line strengths and comparison quantities for the high temperature Lexington benchmark test. P2001 denotes the median value as
given in Pe´quignot et al. (2001).
Quantity CMacIonize value P2001 value
Hβ luminosity 2.01× 1037 erg s−1 2.05× 1037 erg s−1
∆(BC 3645) 4.99× 10−3 A˚−1 4.97× 10−3 A˚−1
Tinner 7410 K 7663 K
〈T [nenH+ ]〉 8127 K 8030 K
Rout 1.44× 1017 m 1.46× 1017 m
〈fHe+〉/〈fH+〉 0.784 0.770
Line CMacIonize line strength P2001 line strength
[He I] 5876 A˚ 0.116 0.116
[C II] 2325 A˚ multiplet 0.184 0.140
[C III] 1907 A˚ and 1909 A˚ 0.073 0.071
[N II] 122 µm 0.029 0.033
[N II] 6584 A˚ and 6548 A˚ 0.712 0.725
[N II] 5755 A˚ 0.0056 0.0052
[N III] 57.3 µm 0.304 0.297
[O I] 6300 A˚ and 6363 A˚ 0.0091 0.0087
[O II] 7320 A˚ and 7330 A˚ 0.031 0.030
[O II] 3726 A˚ and 3729 A˚ 2.19 2.12
[O III] 51.8 µm 1.21 1.06
[O III] 88.3 µm 1.43 1.23
[O III] 5007 A˚ and 4959 A˚ 2.46 2.20
[O III] 4363 A˚ 0.0043 0.0040
[Ne II] 12.8 µm 0.180 0.194
[Ne III] 15.5 µm 0.326 0.350
[Ne III] 3869 A˚ and 3968 A˚ 0.088 0.086
[S II] 6716 A˚ and 6731 A˚ 0.129 0.153
[S II] 4068 A˚ and 4076 A˚ 0.0060 0.0090
[S III] 18.7 µm 0.480 0.580
[S III] 33.6 µm 0.772 0.936
[S III] 9532 A˚ and 9069 A˚ 0.989 1.23
[S IV] 10.5 µm 0.589 0.330
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Figure 7: Temperature as a function of radius for the Lexington
benchmarks. Top rows: low temperature benchmark, bottom rows:
high temperature benchmark. The error bars show the simulation
results, while the full line represents the equivalent Cloudy result.
The system is evolved in time until t = 0.141 Myr, and
we keep track of the evolution of the ionization front.
There is no strict analytic solution for this problem,
but there are two reference solutions for the evolution of
the ionization front as a function of time. The first is the
so called Spitzer solution (Spitzer, 1978)
RSp(t) = Rs
(
1 +
7
4
cs,it
Rs
) 4
7
, (9)
where cs,i is the (constant) sound speed in the ionized
region, and Rs is the Stro¨mgren radius, as defined in (7).
The second solution is due to Hosokawa and Inutsuka
(2006):
RHI(t) = Rs
(
1 +
7
4
√
4
3
cs,it
Rs
) 4
7
, (10)
and evolves at a somewhat faster rate. It is worth pointing
out that we do not require our simulation to reproduce any
one of these solutions, but we do require it to be close to
them.
As a measure of the ionization front radius, we will use
the average radius of cells with neutral fractions in the
range [0.8, 0.9]. Due to the sharp transition from ionized
to neutral (as can be seen from Figure 9), using different
boundaries for this interval does not change the ionization
radius much, as long as we make sure we exclude noisy
cells with xH < 0.1 or xH > 0.9.
We will run two versions of this test: a version that uses
a static Cartesian grid of 64×64×64 cells (the Eulerian so-
lution), and a version that uses a co-moving Voronoi mesh
with 10,000 grid generator positions sampled from a uni-
form distribution and regularized using Lloyd’s algorithm
for 10 iterations (the Lagrangian solution). For both, we
apply the photoionisation algorithm after every hydrody-
namics step, using 10 iterations. The Eulerian version uses
106 photon packets, while the Lagrangian version (with a
lower effective grid resolution) uses 105. These values were
found to give a good trade-off between accuracy and com-
putational efficiency.
4.3.1. Eulerian solution
This version corresponds to benchmark test starbench.
It evolves the system forward in time using 2,048 fixed size
time steps. The evolution of the ionization front is shown
in Figure 8, and very closely follows the Spitzer solution
(9). The left panels in Figure 9 show the density and
neutral fraction as a function of radius for t = 0.0987 Myr.
4.3.2. Lagrangian solution
This version corresponds to benchmark test starbench -
voronoi. It evolves the system forward in time using only
256 fixed size time steps (since the average cell size is larger
in this case). The evolution of the ionization front is again
shown in Figure 8. This time, the ionization front first fol-
lows the Hosokawa-Inutsuka solution (10), and then slows
down to the Spitzer solution (9). The density and neutral
fraction profiles are shown in the right panels of Figure 9.
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Figure 8: Position of the ionization front as a function of time for the
STARBENCH benchmark. The full orange lines show the reference
evolution curves, the purple dots are the simulation results. The
orange circles show the average 1D and 3D results from Bisbas et al.
(2015b).
4.4. Parallel efficiency
As mentioned in 3.2.4, we have made most of our algo-
rithm inherently parallel by designing it in terms of small
tasks. In this subsection, we will illustrate how this affects
the parallel scaling of the code. Since different modes of
the code use different parts of the algorithm, we will rerun
all of the benchmarks tests introduced above with different
numbers of shared memory threads and distributed mem-
ory processes.
For all runs, we use a single node of our local high
performance computing cluster Kennedy. This node has a
2.10 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 processor with 16 phys-
ical cores, hyper-threaded to run 32 threads in parallel.
Note that because of the hyper-threading, we do not ex-
pect perfect scaling if more than 16 cores are used, since
then different threads will be competing for resources.
We will quantify the scaling through the speed up S(n)
of the algorithm as a function of the number of computing
units n. It is given by
S(n) =
t(1)
t(n)
,
where t(n) is the total runtime of the algorithm when using
n computing units. For a hypothetical code that scales
perfectly, the speed up is simply given by Sp(n) = n.
In practice, there are a number of important factors
that can affect the parallel scaling, and cause S(n) to lie
below Sp(n):
• The existence of serial parts of the code that are
only executed by one computing unit while the other
computing units are idle, or that are executed by all
computing units (and hence duplicate work). These
are located in parts of the algorithm that are not par-
allel. If ts(n) and tp(n) are respectively the runtime
of the serial and the parallel part of the code when
using n computing units, then the theoretical maxi-
mum speed up is always lower than Sp(n) (assuming
tp(n) =
tp(1)
n
):
Sp,s(n) =
(
ts(1) + tp(1)
nts(1) + tp(1)
)
n.
• The overhead caused by running the algorithm in
parallel. This overhead can be caused by extra code
that needs to be executed as part of the paralleliza-
tion strategy, or by delays caused by different com-
puting units fighting over hardware access. Over-
head will cause tp,o(n) >
tp(1)
n
, i.e. tp,o(n) =
tp(1)
n
+
to(n) (with to(1) = 0). If the overhead is paral-
lel, it is shared among the various computing units
(to(n) =
to,c
n
). We can determine the constant from
the 2 computing units measurement, and the speed
up including overhead is
Sp,s+op(n) =
(
ts(1) + tp(1)
nts(1) + 2tp,o(2)
)
n.
If on the other hand the overhead is serial, it is con-
stant per computing unit (to(n) = to,u), and the
speed up is given by
Sp,s+os(n) =(
ts(1) + tp(1)
nts(1) + ntp,o(2) +
(
1− n2
)
tp(1)
)
n.
• The occurrence of load imbalances between different
computing units that cause some computing units to
sit idle while they are waiting for other computing
units to finish a task. While load imbalances affect
the scaling in the same way as serial parts of the
code, we cannot directly measure them, and treat
them in the same way as the overhead.
For this version of CMacIonize, we made the deci-
sion to only parallelize those parts of the algorithm that
would lead to the most significant speed up, i.e. the pho-
ton traversal algorithm and the cell based computations.
This means that there is still a significant fraction of serial
code left in the algorithm, which we will address in future
versions of the code. This will limit the expected scaling
behaviour of the code, especially in simulations with small
grid sizes and small photon packet numbers.
Since the serial version of the code uses the same task
based strategy as the shared memory parallel version, the
latter has no code based overhead (unless the code is con-
figured without OpenMP, in which case the OpenMP calls
will be absent). The only overhead will be caused by hard-
ware concurrency issues: since different threads might at-
tempt to write to the same grid cell during the photon
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Figure 9: Density (top) and neutral fraction (bottom) as a function of radius for the STARBENCH benchmark test at t = 0.0987 Myr. Left :
Eulerian result, right : Lagrangian result. The orange dashed lines are the reference radii, the purple error bars are the simulation results.
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traversal step, we need to lock each cell upon access. If
another thread already obtained access to the cell, the
thread trying to acquire the lock will sit idle until that cell
becomes available, causing a small overhead.
The distributed memory parallel version of the code
has a much larger code based overhead, as it requires com-
munication between the different parallel processes which
is completely absent from the serial version. The overhead
is particularly large in our code, as we made the decision to
store variables per cell rather than per variable type, which
means we need to repack variables into separate communi-
cation buffers before we can send them to another process.
We plan to address this issue as part of a future distributed
memory parallel version that includes a domain decompo-
sition to distribute the grid across multiple processes. We
hence do not expect very good distributed memory scaling
for our current version.
The task based shared memory parallelization strategy
we use automatically takes care of the load balancing on
a single node, as different threads get tasks from a shared
task pool. The time a single thread will need to wait can-
not be longer than the longest time it takes to finish a
single task, so we can control the former by adapting the
size of the latter. When a JobMarket (see 3.2.4) starts
spawning tasks of a specific type, it usually starts with
reasonably large task sizes, and then gradually makes the
tasks smaller, until some lower limit is reached. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 12. Using large initial task sizes limits
the overhead caused by calls to the JobMarket, while the
lower size limit sets the maximum load imbalance between
different threads.
We do not perform any specific load balancing between
distributed memory parallel processes, and simply try to
assign equal photon numbers and cell numbers to each
process when executing a step in parallel. A better load
balancing scheme will be part of the future domain decom-
posed distributed memory algorithm.
Below, we will give the scaling results for the various
benchmark tests. We will focus on shared memory paral-
lelization for all tests, and only show distributed memory
parallelization scaling for the Stro¨mgren benchmark, as we
still plan to change our distributed memory parallelization
strategy in future versions of the code.
4.4.1. Photoionization only
Shared memory scaling. Table 5 and Figure 10 show the
shared memory scaling measurements for the default ver-
sion of the Stro¨mgren benchmark test (without diffuse
field). It is immediately obvious that there is a large over-
head in the parallel runs. Comparing the speed up with
the two speed up curves including overhead, we conclude
that this overhead is parallel, and hence shared among the
threads.
The most likely cause of the constant overhead is the
locking mechanism, since the number of times a lock is
used depends on the number of visited cells and is hence
constant for a given simulation. In the serial run, no locks
Table 5: Timing information for the shared memory scaling run of
the Stro¨mgren benchmark test (without diffuse field) on a system
with 32 available cores.
n t(n) (s) ts(n) (s) to(n) (s)
1 158.457 1.764 0.000
2 107.071 1.674 26.961
3 70.670 1.577 16.675
4 56.178 1.644 15.241
5 44.539 1.726 11.437
6 37.249 1.683 9.370
7 33.128 1.623 8.980
8 29.450 2.032 8.100
9 26.531 1.628 7.357
10 25.540 1.743 8.107
11 22.625 1.817 6.616
12 20.642 1.676 5.821
13 19.453 1.679 5.636
14 18.350 1.732 5.394
15 17.511 1.718 5.301
16 16.526 1.674 4.969
17 15.924 1.768 4.943
18 15.074 1.740 4.605
19 14.758 1.783 4.747
20 14.081 1.758 4.483
21 13.663 1.696 4.438
22 13.197 1.606 4.311
23 12.743 1.555 4.167
24 12.644 1.684 4.351
25 12.328 1.639 4.297
26 12.274 1.662 4.484
27 12.241 1.691 4.674
28 12.066 1.701 4.706
29 12.042 1.702 4.875
30 12.336 1.814 5.349
31 12.319 1.697 5.501
32 12.592 2.006 5.932
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Figure 10: Speed up as a function of number of shared memory
parallel threads for the Stro¨mgren benchmark test (without diffuse
field). The full purple line shows the theoretical perfect speed up,
the dashed purple line is the perfect speed up taking into account
the serial part of the code, as measured from the 1 thread run. The
purple dots are the actual code results. In orange we show the speed
up curves for parallel and serial overhead as estimated from the 2
thread run.
need to be set, and there is almost no overhead when lock-
ing and unlocking a cell. As soon as more than 1 thread is
used, locking is necessary and the constant overhead will
be added to the simulation time.
If we compare the scaling to Sp,s+op(n), the paral-
lel overhead scaling curve, we see good scaling up to 20
threads. After that, scaling decreases significantly. This
is expected, as the 32 threads have to compete for the 16
available physical cores.
Distributed memory scaling. Table 6 and Figure 11 show
the distributed memory scaling measurements for the de-
fault version of the Stro¨mgren benchmark test (without
diffuse field). Again there is a large overhead, but this
time it is a serial overhead that is almost constant per
process. This overhead is due to the repacking and com-
munication, and due to load imbalances. Although there
is a speed up and hence some gain from using multiple
processes, the parallel scaling is poor.
Time line. Figure 12 shows a time line of the Stro¨mgren
benchmark test, run on 4 shared memory threads on the
same node. The different coloured bars represent differ-
ent tasks being executed, while the whitespace represents
serial parts of the code, or parts where the threads are ef-
fectively waiting until all threads finished a specific type of
jobs. Overall, the task based parallelism works well to re-
duce load imbalances between different threads. However,
there are still some serial parts of the code that limit the
scalability. This graph also does not show the time threads
spend waiting to acquire locked resources, which can affect
the summed total runtime of the photon traversal task.
Table 6: Timing information for the distributed memory scaling run
of the Stro¨mgren benchmark test (without diffuse field) on a system
with 32 available cores.
n t(n) (s) ts(n) (s) to(n) (s)
1 160.613 1.708 0.000
2 108.900 2.192 27.740
3 86.124 1.744 31.448
4 73.623 1.657 32.189
5 66.784 1.732 33.295
6 62.263 1.841 34.071
7 60.972 2.580 36.563
8 56.100 2.048 34.529
9 55.613 2.133 36.249
10 54.367 2.665 36.769
11 56.128 2.949 39.974
12 52.518 3.297 37.568
13 54.639 1.970 40.708
14 53.979 4.033 40.921
15 51.954 3.197 39.653
16 50.357 2.745 38.718
17 50.973 2.532 39.918
18 49.690 2.353 39.154
19 49.313 2.177 39.242
20 49.338 2.310 39.685
21 48.730 3.318 39.455
22 48.250 3.046 39.319
23 46.816 2.259 38.199
24 47.624 2.747 39.295
25 47.438 2.419 39.374
26 47.331 3.552 39.511
27 46.753 2.846 39.160
28 45.965 2.721 38.582
29 45.232 2.563 38.045
30 46.483 2.605 39.478
31 44.717 2.662 37.883
32 44.706 3.822 38.032
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Figure 11: Speed up as a function of number of distributed memory
parallel processes for the Stro¨mgren benchmark test (without diffuse
field). The full purple line shows the theoretical perfect speed up,
the dashed purple line is the perfect speed up taking into account
the serial part of the code, as measured from the 1 process run. The
purple dots are the actual code results. In orange we show the speed
up curves for parallel and serial overhead as estimated from the 2
processes run.
4.4.2. Cooling and heating
Table 7 and Figure 13 show the shared memory scaling
measurements for the default high temperature Lexington
benchmark test. As in the Stro¨mgren run, there is a con-
siderable overhead due to the locking mechanism, but since
we do a lot more work, this overhead is less noticeable.
Overall, the code scales well up to 20 threads.
4.4.3. Radiation hydrodynamics
Table 8 and Figure 14 show the shared memory scaling
measurements for a short (10 time step) version of the
default STARBENCH benchmark test. In this case, there
is a significant serial fraction, and a considerable amount
of overhead as well. The overhead is parallel at first, but
switches to serial for high thread number. This is likely
due to hardware issues, as the hydrodynamical integration
scheme is more computation bound, and hence does not
benefit from core hyper threading. Overall, there is still a
lot of room for improvement of the scalability.
5. Conclusion
We presented the public Monte Carlo photoionization
and moving-mesh RHD code CMacIonize, highlighted
the implemented physics, and the most important design
considerations during code development. We illustrated
the usage and performance of the code with a number
of relevant benchmark tests, and showed that it produces
accurate and reproducable scientific results.
This work accompanies the first official release of the
code (CMacIonize 1.0), and describes the code as it is
Table 7: Timing information for the shared memory scaling run of
the high temperature Lextington benchmark test on a system with
32 available cores.
n t(n) (s) ts(n) (s) to(n) (s)
1 383.991 2.050 0.000
2 206.586 1.694 13.566
3 137.661 1.552 8.297
4 105.118 1.635 7.583
5 83.918 1.710 5.480
6 70.396 1.666 4.689
7 60.710 1.674 4.097
8 53.373 1.716 3.580
9 47.803 1.756 3.315
10 43.367 1.830 3.123
11 39.631 1.819 2.859
12 36.558 1.775 2.680
13 33.864 1.753 2.434
14 31.836 1.678 2.505
15 29.818 1.722 2.305
16 28.278 1.772 2.357
17 26.602 1.813 2.085
18 25.422 1.976 2.153
19 24.243 1.863 2.091
20 23.183 1.900 2.036
21 22.158 1.745 1.920
22 21.354 1.766 1.943
23 20.804 1.693 2.148
24 20.312 1.645 2.348
25 19.954 1.737 2.626
26 19.630 1.726 2.890
27 19.125 1.598 2.929
28 18.883 1.711 3.192
29 18.620 1.752 3.400
30 18.380 1.778 3.599
31 18.363 2.031 3.992
32 18.503 1.792 4.517
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Figure 12: Time line of a shared memory parallel run, showing the various tasks being executed by different threads. Top: total time line,
middle: zoom on the first photoionization iteration, showing the large serial part at the start of the simulation and in between subsequent
iterations, bottom: zoom on the end of the first iteration, showing the small load imbalance between the various threads at the end of the
different task categories.
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Figure 13: Speed up as a function of number of shared memory
parallel threads for the high temperature Lexington benchmark. The
full purple line shows the theoretical perfect speed up, the dashed
purple line is the perfect speed up taking into account the serial part
of the code, as measured from the 1 thread run. The purple dots are
the actual code results. In orange we show the speed up curves for
parallel and serial overhead as estimated from the 2 thread run.
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Figure 14: Speed up as a function of number of shared memory
parallel threads for the STARBENCH benchmark. The full purple
line shows the theoretical perfect speed up, the dashed purple line is
the perfect speed up taking into account the serial part of the code,
as measured from the 1 thread run. The purple dots are the actual
code results. In orange we show the speed up curves for parallel and
serial overhead as estimated from the 2 thread run.
Table 8: Timing information for the shared memory scaling run of
the STARBENCH benchmark test on a system with 32 available
cores.
n t(n) (s) ts(n) (s) to(n) (s)
1 266.779 7.688 0.000
2 180.832 6.798 43.598
3 127.426 7.062 33.374
4 103.211 6.752 30.750
5 86.684 6.761 27.178
6 77.835 6.742 26.965
7 70.042 7.042 25.341
8 63.489 6.756 23.415
9 61.477 7.031 25.001
10 61.021 6.711 27.424
11 59.448 6.948 28.206
12 58.676 6.677 29.397
13 58.356 7.043 30.738
14 58.028 6.808 31.833
15 58.679 6.795 33.719
16 57.233 6.716 33.352
17 57.437 6.774 34.508
18 57.136 7.279 35.054
19 59.106 6.672 37.782
20 57.044 6.697 36.402
21 56.868 6.768 36.843
22 57.060 6.920 37.595
23 58.660 7.086 39.707
24 59.691 6.924 41.207
25 56.175 6.936 38.124
26 58.387 6.700 40.734
27 57.452 6.989 40.168
28 58.521 6.748 41.580
29 59.500 6.834 42.878
30 59.405 7.067 43.080
31 58.506 7.201 42.460
32 59.636 7.227 43.851
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for this version. A number of important improvements to
the code are already on the way:
• implementation of a second order hydrodynamics solver,
• implementation of a distributed memory domain de-
composition, using a scheme similar to Harries (2015),
which would enable us to overcome current memory
limitations that make it impossible to run large grids,
• optimization and full implementation of an alterna-
tive Voronoi grid construction algorithm (Vanden-
broucke et al., in prep.), and
• implementation of more extensive atomic data using
the Stout database (Lykins et al., 2015).
These will be part of future code releases.
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Appendix A. Fitting parameters for metal line cool-
ing velocity-averaged collision strengths
Below we list the fit parameters to the collision strength
data for all elements with low lying excited levels that are
used in the code, grouped together per element and per
ion of that element. The figures show the data points that
were used in the fit, the actual fitting curve (with the same
parameter precision as displayed in the tables), and the
relative difference between the data values and the fitting
curve, given by
ξi→j(T ) =
|d(i→ j, T )− f(i→ j, T )|
d(i→ j, T ) + f(i→ j, T ) ,
where d(i → j, T ) and f(i→ j, T ) are the data value and
fit at temperature T for the transition from level i to level
j respectively.
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Table A.9: Fit parameters for the velocity-averaged collision strength data for carbon used in the code.
ion 0→ 1 0→ 2 0→ 3 0→ 4 1→ 2
1→ 3 1→ 4 2→ 3 2→ 4 3→ 4
C+
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-9.519e-01
-5.097e+00
1.436e+03
7.424e-01
-5.391e+01
3.673e-06
2.806e-07
1.247e-01
-2.710e-05
1.110e-01
2.784e-06
1.410e-02
-3.198e-08
-2.437e-09
3.496e-07
-2.076e-05
3.990e-01
2.426e-06
-2.832e+00
2.765e-10
2.159e-11
-2.814e-06
-2.407e-05
2.474e-01
2.906e-06
1.393e+00
-6.962e-10
-5.438e-11
1.949e-01
-9.811e-06
4.074e-02
1.003e-06
7.165e-03
-2.276e-08
-1.738e-09
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
1.449e-01
-3.673e-05
1.713e-01
3.763e-06
-9.812e-03
6.304e-08
4.812e-09
-2.743e-06
-1.291e-04
1.183e+00
1.437e-05
1.598e+00
-2.263e-09
-1.753e-10
-1.195e-03
-2.027e-04
6.479e-01
2.660e-05
-7.636e-01
1.257e-08
9.795e-10
-4.787e-01
-1.490e-03
1.501e+01
9.750e-04
3.103e+00
-2.437e-07
-1.908e-08
-2.430e-03
-3.839e-04
1.605e+00
5.173e-05
-2.446e-01
8.372e-08
6.553e-09
C++
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
1.265e-07
5.762e-06
1.080e-01
-5.626e-07
1.412e+00
1.950e-11
1.323e-12
3.793e-07
1.727e-05
3.239e-01
-1.686e-06
1.095e+00
7.533e-11
5.111e-12
3.942e-07
2.877e-05
5.399e-01
-2.809e-06
6.095e-01
2.255e-10
1.530e-11
8.424e-06
7.004e-05
3.767e+00
-5.480e-06
-4.018e-01
-4.228e-10
-2.906e-11
5.033e-06
1.611e-04
6.600e-01
-1.477e-05
3.546e+00
1.577e-10
1.063e-11
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-6.251e-05
3.034e-04
1.039e-01
-2.744e-05
2.856e-01
3.444e-09
2.317e-10
1.741e-06
-1.148e-05
4.633e-01
7.853e-07
-4.244e+00
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Figure A.15: Fits for C+.
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Figure A.16: Fits for C++.
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Table A.10: Fit parameters for the velocity-averaged collision strength data for nitrogen used in the code.
ion 0→ 1 0→ 2 0→ 3 0→ 4 1→ 2
1→ 3 1→ 4 2→ 3 2→ 4 3→ 4
N0
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
4.350e-04
-4.500e-04
2.206e-01
4.958e-05
7.786e-02
-1.099e-07
-8.271e-09
2.751e-06
-3.007e-04
1.474e-01
3.312e-05
3.882e-01
-1.470e-08
-1.106e-09
2.254e-07
-3.336e-05
2.277e-02
3.636e-06
8.211e-02
-5.171e-09
-3.695e-10
6.567e-06
-6.814e-05
4.632e-02
7.429e-06
5.470e-02
-1.612e-08
-1.155e-09
7.907e-02
-8.603e-03
6.355e+00
9.366e-04
1.259e-01
-1.315e-06
-9.950e-08
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-1.420e-02
-8.743e-03
3.581e+00
9.893e-04
8.734e-01
-2.580e-07
-1.983e-08
-3.258e-01
-1.290e+00
5.455e+02
1.451e-01
-1.122e+01
2.792e-06
2.138e-07
-3.592e-01
-9.058e-01
3.817e+02
1.019e-01
-1.055e+01
2.096e-06
1.606e-07
-1.910e-01
-9.570e-02
4.070e+01
1.077e-02
-5.010e+00
4.665e-07
3.574e-08
-2.313e-03
-2.099e-02
1.122e+01
2.337e-03
2.240e+00
-2.197e-07
-1.682e-08
N+
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-3.483e-01
4.384e-03
2.059e+00
-4.032e-04
-3.391e-05
-1.192e-03
-8.966e-05
-2.779e-03
-2.640e-06
2.127e-01
1.368e-06
-7.504e-04
1.570e-06
1.229e-07
-1.472e-02
2.665e-05
2.965e-01
-2.560e-06
1.796e-07
1.600e-03
1.209e-04
2.426e-03
-1.170e-07
3.066e-02
2.803e-08
2.259e-09
-2.924e-03
-2.031e-04
-1.015e-01
6.264e-04
1.559e+00
-5.445e-05
1.428e-06
5.929e-04
3.183e-05
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-1.472e-02
7.995e-05
8.894e-01
-7.680e-06
5.191e-07
1.661e-03
1.255e-04
2.426e-03
-3.510e-07
9.197e-02
8.408e-08
7.197e-09
-2.753e-03
-1.912e-04
-1.473e-02
1.333e-04
1.482e+00
-1.280e-05
-1.036e-06
-1.390e-03
-1.048e-04
2.425e-03
-5.846e-07
1.533e-01
1.401e-07
-1.952e-07
1.690e-04
1.175e-05
2.226e-02
-3.918e-04
1.121e+00
3.934e-05
6.245e-06
-7.473e-04
-5.553e-05
N++
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-3.257e-02
-3.573e-04
1.653e+00
4.822e-05
-7.529e-06
3.018e-03
2.453e-04
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Figure A.17: Fits for N0.
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Figure A.18: Fits for N+.
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Table A.11: Fit parameters for the velocity-averaged collision strength data for oxygen used in the code.
ion 0→ 1 0→ 2 0→ 3 0→ 4 1→ 2
1→ 3 1→ 4 2→ 3 2→ 4 3→ 4
O0
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-8.839e-01
-6.783e-03
7.448e-02
1.578e-03
3.239e-01
-2.549e-05
-3.727e-06
-7.697e-01
-9.788e-04
1.200e-02
2.477e-04
9.490e-01
-4.462e-07
-7.755e-08
-1.093e+00
1.413e+00
-1.373e+02
-1.998e-01
9.365e+00
3.197e-05
2.514e-06
-1.219e+00
6.529e-01
-5.311e+01
-9.393e-02
4.506e+00
2.706e-05
2.088e-06
-1.016e+00
-6.509e-03
6.884e-02
1.457e-03
1.015e+00
-1.947e-05
-2.390e-06
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-1.093e+00
8.480e-01
-8.239e+01
-1.199e-01
3.496e+00
5.140e-05
4.042e-06
-1.219e+00
3.917e-01
-3.187e+01
-5.636e-02
3.302e+00
2.216e-05
1.709e-06
-1.093e+00
2.827e-01
-2.746e+01
-3.996e-02
2.681e+00
2.234e-05
1.757e-06
-1.219e+00
1.306e-01
-1.062e+01
-1.879e-02
1.964e+00
1.242e-05
9.578e-07
-1.056e+00
-3.587e-01
3.534e+01
4.778e-02
1.295e+00
1.089e-05
6.545e-07
O+
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-2.523e-03
-6.241e-06
8.502e-01
7.233e-07
1.444e-03
9.709e-09
1.522e-09
-1.125e-02
-8.446e-07
6.036e-01
2.181e-07
-1.635e-04
4.311e-08
-2.238e-10
1.161e-02
-4.213e-06
2.279e-01
4.878e-07
-1.033e-11
1.000e+00
2.265e+00
7.789e-02
-1.026e-05
7.464e-02
1.046e-06
1.431e-07
-8.913e-04
-6.598e-05
-8.588e-01
-4.648e+00
-3.736e+02
-1.190e+00
-1.466e-06
-5.766e+06
-9.308e-01
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-1.028e-02
-7.342e-05
8.844e-01
9.292e-06
-3.079e-04
7.387e-06
5.594e-07
-5.239e-02
-6.736e-06
4.666e-01
1.976e-06
-8.040e-04
1.289e-06
9.867e-08
-3.494e-02
-2.313e-05
5.770e-01
3.760e-06
-1.210e-03
1.098e-06
8.364e-08
1.038e-02
-3.425e-05
2.996e-01
4.003e-06
-2.143e-04
3.819e-06
2.881e-07
6.465e-02
-3.643e-05
1.838e-01
3.856e-06
-1.932e-07
2.875e-03
2.147e-04
O++
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-2.517e-01
2.326e-03
2.174e+00
-2.246e-04
-4.349e-03
-5.803e-06
-4.351e-07
-2.886e-01
1.462e-03
1.373e+00
-1.364e-04
6.062e-03
2.338e-06
1.764e-07
-7.878e-01
-3.075e-02
5.015e+01
7.448e-03
-3.189e-03
6.917e-04
5.198e-05
-5.259e-01
1.618e-04
1.045e+00
2.345e-05
-7.038e-04
3.326e-05
2.552e-06
-2.714e-01
6.306e-03
5.834e+00
-5.990e-04
-5.646e-03
-1.140e-05
-8.562e-07
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-7.879e-01
-9.239e-02
1.505e+02
2.237e-02
1.919e-02
-3.453e-04
-2.593e-05
-5.259e-01
4.853e-04
3.136e+00
7.039e-05
-1.210e-03
5.806e-05
4.455e-06
-7.879e-01
-1.541e-01
2.510e+02
3.730e-02
6.860e-02
-1.610e-04
-1.209e-05
-5.260e-01
8.087e-04
5.229e+00
1.175e-04
-1.729e-03
6.777e-05
5.200e-06
6.242e-02
1.702e-04
1.766e-01
-1.776e-05
-2.314e-03
-1.121e-06
-8.415e-08
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Table A.12: Fit parameters for the velocity-averaged collision strength data for neon used in the code.
ion 0→ 1 0→ 2 0→ 3 0→ 4 1→ 2
1→ 3 1→ 4 2→ 3 2→ 4 3→ 4
Ne+
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-8.548e-01
1.938e-01
-1.038e+01
-1.254e-02
2.715e-02
5.755e-05
4.171e-06
Ne++
a
b
c
d
e
f
g
-6.515e-01
1.958e-01
-3.645e+01
-1.812e-02
-1.815e-03
-1.043e-03
-7.735e-05
-7.577e-01
1.184e-01
-2.862e+01
-1.047e-02
-9.100e-04
-1.094e-03
-8.029e-05
-5.448e-03
-9.752e-06
8.134e-01
7.937e-07
4.823e-06
3.627e-05
3.005e-06
1.019e-01
-8.068e-06
4.190e-02
8.074e-07
1.758e-08
-5.000e-03
-3.672e-04
-6.173e-01
4.546e-02
-8.088e+00
-4.215e-03
-2.781e-04
-1.537e-03
-1.139e-04
a
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d
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f
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-1.932e-03
-8.154e-06
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7.006e-07
-9.413e-05
-8.679e-07
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1.161e-01
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5.826e-07
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Figure A.19: Fits for N++.
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Figure A.20: Fits for O0.
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Figure A.21: Fits for O+.
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Figure A.22: Fits for O++.
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Table A.13: Fit parameters for the velocity-averaged collision strength data for sulphur used in the code.
ion 0→ 1 0→ 2 0→ 3 0→ 4 1→ 2
1→ 3 1→ 4 2→ 3 2→ 4 3→ 4
S+
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d
e
f
g
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e
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g
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Figure A.23: Fits for Ne+.
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Figure A.24: Fits for Ne++.
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Figure A.25: Fits for S+.
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Figure A.26: Fits for S++.
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Figure A.27: Fits for S+++.
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